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Our Patron
As a professional cricketer I’ve spent most of my life
outdoors either playing or coaching, I understand
and have witnessed problems that can be caused by
excessive exposure to the sun.
Skin Cancer is avoidable if you are prepared to take
the necessary precautions. As Patron I urge you all to
support the work that our Lions Cancer Institute is
doing in the areas of early detection and the search
for better treatments .

DENNIS LILLEE
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Lions Cancer Institute Inc.
Board of Directors 2010 – 2011
PDG Garry Irvine

Chairman

PDG Colin Beachamp

Vice Chairman

Lion Tony Turner

Elected 2 year Director

PDG Darrell Mainard

Screening Coordinator. Elected 1 year Director.

PDG Dora Bushe-Jones

Elected 1 Year Director

Lion Judy Forsyth

Elected 1 Year Director

DG Bill Laundy

Ex Officio 1 year Director

DG Terry Gray

Ex Officio 1 year Director

Lion Mary Gregg

Ex Officio 1 year Director

Lion Dale Thomson

Ex Officio 1 year Director

Paul Katris

Appointed Medical Member. 1 Year.

Lion Don Wheeler

Elected 1 year Director

PDG Bob Huey

Appointed Secretary

Mr Graeme Winters

Appointed Treasurer (resigned on 29 Feb 2011)

PDG Neil Saunders

Appointed Secretary/Treasurer from January 2011

The Lions Cancer Institute is a ‘Not for Profit’ medical research institution. The Institute
holds endorsement from the Australian Taxation Office as an income tax exempt
charitable entity (ITEC) and is a deductible gift recipient (DGR).
The Institute holds a license issued under the provisions of the Charitable Collections
Act 1946.
Auditor: Owen & Plaistowe
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
Chairman's report 2010-11
Another year has passed with a few changes to our
management of the Institute and further successful
association with groups outside the Lions
Organisation, all of which are exciting for the future.
During this year we acknowledged the contributions
from Past Governor Bob Huey for the Secretary's
duties and to Mr Graeme Winters an ex Lion of many
years ago for looking after the role of Treasurer.
Graeme has other commitments so PDG Neil Saunders
has indicated he would be very happy to assume the
role of Secretary/Treasurer.

The Board resolved to move out of the Oasis House
Nedlands building and we are most grateful to our
Director Paul Katris and the Cancer Council who have
welcomed us at their offices for our ongoing Board
meetings.

Annual General Meetings
AGM's of the Lions Cancer Institute have been poorly
attended by Club delegates and two attempts were
made in this year, to enable the business to be dealt
with, but both attempts failed due to lack of a
quorum. It appears that holding our AGM is best
achieved locating it in Bunbury, despite the fact that
we are a State Project and one may have thought that
the City was the most obvious location.

Numbers are always doubtful for these meetings and
it could be timely that the Board might enter into
discussions formally with one or other of the Lion’s
Institutes/Foundations with a view to a joint AGM so
that we ensure a quorum plus the meeting would be
of much interest.

Fundraising
This year the Board trialled a mailout to Clubs which
was a mild success as far as public relations is
concerned but it appears to have been an abject
failure from the perspective of donations.
There is clear evidence that the ongoing work of the
Institute continues to depend on the very low level of
financial support that we receive from Clubs. It is
imperative that as a Board we need to find improved
methods of impressing upon our Clubs the importance
of what our Institute contributes to the communities
of this State and that we must have financial input.
It will be an emphasis by the Board to have a
programme of visitations to Clubs to encourage
funding for the Screenings in particular which are
costly but so valuable for those people we find with life
threatening skin lesions.

“It will be an emphasis by the
Board to have a programme of
visitations to Clubs.”
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Skin Screening Van

Prof George Yeoh
Last year the Grant made to Prof Yeah, via the Cancer
Council gave the Institute some valuable exposure and
as a consequence we were fortunate, and still are
fortunate, to have the support of Prof. Yeoh, not just
as a Researcher but as a proponent of the work we do
in our communities. His address to the W2 District
Convention was a wonderful reminder to everyone
that the long road ahead in the fight against cancer

and the need to fund ongoing research is money
well spent.

“The need to fund ongoing research
is money well spent.”

It is no secret that we have reached the point where we
must face the expense of a replacement for the ageing
van which has travelled the State and provided excellent
service over many years. After a near serious accident in
Esperance it was decided to look at trying to raise funds
for a single unit to replace the existing truck and trailer.
The Board has agreed to a submission to LCIF for a Grant
and will attempt to raise the balance via our Clubs and
from any other respectable source.
I have enjoyed my 4th term as Chairman of the
Institute so will not stand for re-election to that
position but as always will retain a close association to
what I believe is one of, if not the single best Lion’s
project, to visibly promote Lions across this State.

RFDS “ On the Road”
It has been five years now that we have worked with
the RFDS and supported them with a skin screening
service covering communities throughout the north of
the
State.
Both
Organisations
contribute
independently but cooperate jointly in the interests of
outback communities. Our professional personnel are
a most important and respected component of every
one of the screenings we provide and without them
we would not be able to continue. They very kindly
work with this aspect of our screenings and we are
sincerely appreciative of what they give to the “On the
Road “programme.

In conclusion my sincere appreciation to the members of
the Board for their co-operation and support and a
special thanks to PDG Colin and wife Lion Sue who
diligently drive our screening programme and to those
wonderful non Lion professional personnel and
volunteers who donate their time to our cause in the
fight against skin cancer.

Garry K Irvine PDG
Chairman
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SKIN CANCER
SCREENING REPORT
The demand for the skin cancer
screening team continues to increase each year.
Since our last report the Team has attended nine
individual screenings plus a trip through the
Goldfields, funded by BHP visiting Ravensthorpe,
Esperance, Scaddan, Norseman, Coolgardie,
Kambalda, Kalgoorlie, Mt. Keith, Cliffs Mine Site,
Leinster Mine, Murran Murran, Leinster Town,
Leonora, Laverton and Menzies. The trip finished
with Screening in Beverley.
We will complete this year with screenings in
Merredin, Jurien, Margaret River, Kojonup,
Wandering and Claremont/Nedlands.
Murran is a Westrac site, we also screened at
Westrac Kalgoorlie, Guildford, Welshpool and
Bunbury these are the only corporate screenings
undertaken. Westrac has supported the new van
with a donation of $12,000.
The JV project through the Goldfields with the
RFDS 'On the Road' program again proved to be
very successful with a number of serious suspect
lesions diagnosed.
Our thanks to the entire volunteer staff
especially Monika and Lester Cowell and Chris
and Siva Lowings, dermatologist Kurt Gebalier &
plastic surgeon Robert Fitzpatrick.

“Our thanks to the entire
volunteer staff.”
We are now in the early planning stages for the
Pilbara next year and a possible trip to the

Kimberleys.
A generous donation from the Karratha/Dampier
Lions Club will see the team attend the Fenacing
40th anniversary Festival in July next year.
Skin Cancer costs in Australia are estimated in
excess of $294 Million Dollars annually, your Lions
Cancer Institute has, for over twenty years, made a
considerable contribution towards reducing the
costs and trauma involved by early diagnosis of
both life threatening and non life threatening skin
cancers.
In late 2010 we commenced discussions with
Dr. Claire Harvey from Flinders University South
Australia, we are now able to confirm that the
Lions Cancer Institute will play a major role in a five
year research program surrounding the early
diagnosis of skin cancers by Nurses and Nurse
Practitioners.
We are also working with Dr. Harvey investigating
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the possibility of the Lions Cancer Institute hosting a nurse training program in Western Australia.

“Investigating the possibility
of the Lions Cancer Institute
hosting a nurse training program
in Western Australia”
Fund raising for the new screening facility is
progressing very slowly.

Ravensthorpe 2011
Esperance 2011
Scaddan 2011
Norseman 2011
Coolgardie 2011
Kambalda 2011
Kalgoorlie 2011
Mt Keith Mine 2011
Cliffs Mine 2011
Leinster Mine 2011
Leinster 2011
Leonora 2011
Laverton 2011
Menzies 2011

56
306
80
23
50
162
335
74
38
90
124
140
39
23

The Institute has approached Lions Clubs
International foundation, Lottery West and two
corporate sources, we are yet to receive any
results.
If your club can assist with this Life Saving
program please consider a donation. One of our
board members would be only too happy to visit
your Club as a guest speaker to keep your members
informed.
PDG Colin Beauchamp AM JP
(Screening Chairman)

13
62
14
7
13
34
85
6
7
13
22
32
9
11

13
90
17
7
13
45
94
7
7
17
25
51
20
21
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8
55
10
6
9
21
50
4
3
9
12
24
1
2

A: No. persons screened
B: No. Persons referred to GP
C: No. possible lesions found
D: No. possible life threatening

SKIN CANCER: FAST FACTS


Skin cancers account for 80% of all newly diagnosed cancers



By the time they are 70, two in every three Australians will be diagnosed with skin cancer



GPs in Australia have over 1 million consultations per year from skin cancer effected patients



Australia has one of the highest incidences of skin cancer in the world



Skin cancer is the most expensive cancer



Every year more then 10,300 people are treated for melanoma



In 2007 alone, between 448 to 1279 people died from skin cancer

PREVENTION IS BETTER THEN A CURE
SLIP
SLOP
SLAP
WRAP
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LIONS CANCER
INSTITUTE PROJECT
A Nurse Led Skin Cancer Screening Program –
Contributing to Health Reform
Researchers: Dr Clare Harvey, Mr Christopher
Lowings, Mr Colin Beachamp, Mr Paul Katris

This is a collaborative study between Flinders
University School of Nursing & Midwifery, and
Lions Cancer Institute (Western Australia) which
seeks to examine the development the role of
Nurse Practitioner (NP) for employment in
advanced skin screening and diagnostic
techniques.
Whilst the role of NP is central to the research, it
is not the focus of the research. By actively
initiating new models of care in the screening
and early detection of skin cancer, the use of NPs
fulfills the objectives of the Australian health
reform that seeks to ensure that the people of
Australia have access to primary health care
programs that support health and wellbeing, and
this includes early detection of disease processes.

diagnostic tests as punch biopsies and the timely
referral to medical specialists once a preliminary
diagnosis has been established.
The study will also develop a business model for
NPs for screening and early detection of skin cancer
which will attract Medicare rebates in accordance
with the recent changes to the Medicare Act.
The study has ethics approval through the Flinders
University of South Australia Social and Behavioural
Ethics Committee and will continue over a five year
period.
The research framework uses the Pan Canadian
Primary Health Indicators as the basis for data
collection which will include the tracking the trends
of early detection and referral to specialists from
RN and NP screening processes, analysing the
success rate of the diagnostics tests being
undertaken by NPs, and examining the uptake of
nurse led skin cancer screening programs. Analysis
will focus on the financial and clinical efficacy of
the programme.

Therefore, the research aims to analyse the
impact that this alternate model of care will have
on both the access to skin screening programs,
and the equity of care that an expanded service
provides to the Australian population.
Building on the original pilot study by Katris et al.
(1998) we will evaluate and track the
development of the NP role in skin cancer
screening and diagnosis, with a focus on
expanding the diagnostic skills to include such

“Analysis will focus on the
financial and clinical
efficacy of the programme.”
In order to ensure quality in service delivery, we
are developing a training program intended to
enhance the diagnostic skills of RNs working in the
skin cancer screening programs and to evaluate the
efficacy of that training in practice.
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This will be delivered online, through the Flinders
University School of Nursing & Midwifery Nurse
Practitioner Continuing Education Programme,
with workshops being provided onsite, with Lions
Cancer Institute. The first training programme is
scheduled towards the end of this year.

University and Lions Cancer Institute on the
progress and findings of the study, with a final
report being due in 2016.
Dr. Clare Harvey RN, BA(Cur), MA, PhD, MRCNA

“The first training programme is
scheduled towards the
end of this year.”
The first set of data has been entered which
already shows some interesting comparisons. An
annual report will be provided to both Flinders
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W1 DISTRICT CHAIRMAN’S
REPORT 2011
I recently attended the Forrestfield High
Wycombe changeover diner and received a
donation of $500 toward the new bus. Geraldton
held a fun day in July and pledged a donation to
the Lions Cancer Institute also.
Fortunately the AGM in Bunbury was successful,
and at the Lions Cancer Institute meeting n June
PDG Colin Beachamp was elected as Chairman.
Lion Tony Turner was elected Vice Chairman.
It is my goal to keep all clubs informed of the
work done by Lions supporting the fight against
cancer. I hope to include further information on
the research done by the recipients of Lions
Cancer Institute fund in future reports. I will also
keep clubs informed on the progress of acquiring
and fitting out the new Skin Cancer Bus. We are
in the process of issuing a new letter keeping you
up to date; the first copy should be with he
Cabinet Secretary by the end of the month.
Thank you for the opportunity to hold the
position of Cancer Chairman, District 201 W1 for
the year 2011/2012.

Mary Austin
Cancer Chariman
District 201 W1
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W2 DISTRICT CHAIRMAN’S
REPORT 2011
With each completed screening the percentage of
possible skin cancers discovered continues to be very
high. This is a worrying fact of the programme
intended to be a preventative one, because many of
these lesions are considered life threatening.
It would be infinitely preferable to have people
attend their GP at an earlier date rather than wait for
free screening.
An example of this; a recent screening at Nedlands
where 71 were screened there was 17 referrals of
which 11 were considered to be possibly life
threatening. Two of those 11 have already had their
melanomas excised.
Makes one wonder as Nedlands is close to a number
of skin screening facilities.
SCREENING FOR MINING AREAS– this service is
vided for several reasons:

pro-



Mining company employees are members of
the public;



Many are Lions that live in remote areas where
screening services are not readily available ;



and support funding can often be obtained
through such groups as Regional Development
Commission.

The very high pick up rates of life threatening lesion
found again, proves that the service is very much
needed.
Westrac, the only corporate screening undertaken to
date has donated $12,000 towards the new unit
(equates to 12 screening days) and may financially
assist with some equipment. Screenings for that
company (which has resulted in a fairly high pick up
rate) have been undertaken at Guildford, Welshpool,

Kalgoorlie, Bunbury, Geraldton & Murran.
Raffle - with much effort your institute raised
$28,000. This will considerably reduce the effort
now needed to fully fund the new screening unit.
An application granted US$75,000 has been
lodged with the Lions Club International
Foundation to assist with the new unit.
New Screening Unit— there will still be a need to
raise a considerable amount to fully cover the
total unit costs and once again Clubs are asked to
help financially.
Tapestry - Armadale-Kelmscott Lion, Lillian
Trewarn, has most generously donated an
exquisite classical tapestry (professionally valued
at $4,500) to your Institute as a fundraiser.
It may be worthwhile Clubs considering donating
other items for auction. Such an auction may also
prove to be a valuable public relations exercise.
FELLOW LIONS
YOUR SKIN CANCER SCREENING PROGRAMME SAVES
LIVES. TO KEEP THIS HAPPENING YOUR DONATIONS ARE
VITAL. UNFORTUNATELY DONATIONS RECEIVED THIS YEAR
ARE NOT AS HIGH IN PREVIOUS YEARS

Mary Gregg
Cancer Chairman
District 201 W2
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TERRY BOYLE
The highlight of the last 12 months for me was
having an article about sedentary work and
colorectal cancer risk published in the American
Journal of Epidemiology.

This is a prestigious journal, so it was very
exciting and rewarding to have a paper accepted.
This paper was also judged to be the best 2010
Clinical Medicine paper published by a UWA
student.

The study got a lot of media coverage both here
and overseas - I was interviewed by Channel 10
Perth news, national ABC TV news, and several
newspaper and magazine journalists.
I have four articles under review or in
preparation at the moment - one about physical
activity and the risk of colorectal cancer, one
about resistance training and the risk of
colorectal cancer, and two about research
methods.

I’ve given presentations based on this work at
conferences in Perth and Sydney last year and in
Montreal this year. I'm aiming to finish my PhD in
April next year and am on track to do that.
I am very grateful to be receiving the Loins
Cancer Institute top-up scholarship, as it really

does take off some financial pressure and allows
me to concentrate on my research.
Terry Boyle
PhD Candidate
Cancer Epidemiology
Western Australian Institute for Medical
Research/ School of Population, UWA(M519)
Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital
B Block
Hospital Avenue
Nedlands WA 6409
(08) 9346 1801
Email: tboyle@waimur.uwa.edu.au
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CHRIS LOWINGS
RGN, MHN(CREDENTIALED) BNG GRADDIP (RURAL

& REMOTE MENTAL HLTH NURS.) MASTER OF
SPECIALIST NURSING, CERT. IN PRIMARY CARE
MEDICINE (SKIN CANCER), ADV CERT IN
DERMOSCOPY & DIGITAL IMAGING,
NURSE PRACTITIONER (CANDIDATE) MRCNA,
MACMHN

Another year has streaked by and I am now
looking at completing my studies in the Nurse
Practitioner (NP) program.

With the completion of the program comes
authorisation to work in the extended practice
role of the Nurse Practitioner. It brings with it
the opportunity to extend the range of work,
including training, that can be done to sustain
and expand the important primary care work
carried out by Lions Cancer Institute.

During the course of my studies I have enjoyed
the kind support of the Lions Cancer Institute
(LCI) and Mr Colin Beauchamp.

As a supported student I am now involved as part
of the five year project being conducted between
Lions Cancer and Flinders University of South
Australia looking specifically at developing ways
in which future NPs can participate in building
and sustaining the vital primary care work being
done by Lions in rural, remote and regional
centres across Western Australia.

The Lions Cancer Institute initiative has been so
successful that Lions clubs of South Australia and
Northern Territory have joined the project with the
aim of replicating the same service in their district.

The work requires a lot of dedication and since
1989 Colin has provided the passion to carry this
work forward.
The strategy now being employed through the
Lions Cancer / Flinders University partnership will
ensure the continuation of skin cancer initiatives
that will provide an extremely vital primary care
service to the people of WA and the expansion of
the program into other States into the future.
CHRIS LOWINGS
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SKIN CANCER RISKS
A persons risk of skin cancer can increase with these following factors:


5 or more moles are present on your arms, not including freckles.



If skin cancer or a non malignant mole has been previously removed



If they have an inflamed sore that doesn’t heal or a mole or freckle that is changing colour



If they have a family history of melanoma



If as a child they has blistering sunburn, bad enough to keep them out of school



Skin damage caused from UVR (Ultra violet radiation) exposure. Accumulated skin damage can
become skin cancer



If they are an indoor worker who enjoys bursts of sun at the weekends or when on holidays

Skin cancer can be prevented:








Avoid direct sunlight between the hours of 10 am and 3pm
Use shade where possible
Wear a broad brimmed hat
Wear suitable clothing that covers most of the skin
Use water resistant SPF 30 sunscreen to cover all areas not covered by clothes. Apply regularly.
Use Australian Standard sun glasses to protect eyes
Have between your toes, and the soles of your feet, checked. Mutant damages cells can travel
and damaged upper body skin may show as skin cancer anywhere

WARNING:
Skin damage can not
be reversed;
only further damage
can be prevented
Is that TAN really worth it?
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ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT
Annual Financial Report
For the year ending 30th June 2011.

Again there are significant changes in this year’s
results compared to last year.
Donations from Clubs show an increase of over
$9,000.00 and this is greatly appreciated.
Corporate donations also increased as did private
donations.
The raffle income of $22,540.00 has significantly
helped the Institute to show a profit for this
financial year. It was disappointing that so few
Clubs supported this fundraiser and considering
it is only held every second year, next year could
see the Institute funds in short supply again.
Our vehicle repairs were considerably less this
year than last as were our commitments to
research grants.

“Donations from Clubs show an
increase of over $9,000.00 and
this is greatly appreciated.”

My thanks go to Graeme Winters, the Institute
Treasurer up to the end of December, for the
way he kept the books up to date and the
assistance and advice he has given me in the
short time I have been in the chair.
PDG NEIL SAUNDERS, TREASURER.
September 2011.
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STATEMENT OF
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
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BALANCE SHEET
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
NOTE 1.

PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT
ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Property, plant and equipment are included at cost.
All items of property and equipment are
depreciated over their useful lives, as determined
by the directors, commencing from the time the
item is held ready for use.

The directors have prepared these financial
statements as a special purpose financial report
as they have determined that the Lions Cancer
Institute Inc. (‘Institute”) is not a reporting entity.
Accordingly they are to apply Accounting
Standards and other mandatory professional
reporting requirements in the preparation and
presentation of these financial statements.
The special purpose financial statements are
prepared to satisfy the reporting requirements of
the Association Incorporation Act (WA),
Charitable collections Act (1946) and the
Charitable Collections Regulations (1947).
The financial statements have been prepared on
the accruals basis using historical costs. They do
not take into account changing in money values.

INTEREST RECEIVED
Interest is brought to account when received or
credited to the related bank/investment account.
Interest earned bu not received at balance date has
not been brought to account at that date.
DONATIONS
ACTIVITIES

AND

OTHER

FUND

RAISING

The directors have determined that it is not
practicable to establish adequate and effective
control over monies received form these sources.
Accordingly, income from these sources is brought
to account on the basis of amounts actually
recorded in the Institute’s books.

The following specific accounting policies have
been adopted in the preparation of these
financial statements.
INCOME TAX
The Institute, an incorporated body, is an exempt
body for income tax purposes and accordingly
the financial statements do not account for
income tax.
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PROPERTY AND PLANT
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APPENDIX
Appendix A
SOURCE(S) OF VOLUNTARY REVENE
The sources of voluntary revenue received by the licence holder during the financial year were as follows;
* Cash donations received directly from people (including street door-to-door collections, postal
collections collection boxes and organised fundraising appeals).

Appendix B
SIGNIFICANT CONTROL REQUIREMENTS
The financial management and fundraising activities of the licence holder should be conducted in accordance
with, but not limited to, the following provisions of Regulations:
Financial Management
* Monies received should be banked within seven (7) days of receipt in accordance with
regulation 11(a)
*An asset register should be maintained in accordance with regulation 11(c)
* Every bank account should be operated by two (2) officers of the organisation in accordance
with regulation 11(d)
* Investments should be in accordance with regulation 16 of the Charitable Collections
Amendment Regulations (1998)
Fundraising
* Monies received from collectors and fundraisers should be paid to the licence holder within
fourteen (14) days of receipt in accordance with regulation 11 (b) of the regulations
*Reciepts should be completed for all monies received
* The Statement of comprehensive income should be sufficiently detailed to enable identification
of all charitable collections received and the manner in which the collections have been dealt
with;
* Fundraising expenses (i.e. salaries, wages, commissions and any professional fundraising fees)
should be disclosed separately in the accounts
* The licence holder should be collecting monies and goods, and should be disbursing those monies
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RFDS REPORT
Happy 5th Birthday to the RFDS on the Road and Lions
Cancer Institute (LCI) skin cancer screening partnership!

Distribution of free broad brim hats and sunscreen
to participants

Over the past five years our two organisations, with
funding support from BHP Billiton Iron Ore, BHP Billiton
Nickel West, the Pilbara Fund, the Gold Fields Australia
Foundation, Woodside Energy, Rio Tinto and many local
Shire Councils and businesses, have provided free skin
cancer screening people living in the remote Pilbara and
Goldfields regions of WA.

Dissemination of other Cancer information and RFDS
on the Road Program information

RFDS on the Road is very proud to have been able to
facilitate the delivery of this important disease screening
initiative into regional WA, as access to this type of
preventative healthcare service is unavailable in most parts
of county WA.
To date we have provided free skin cancer screening for
more than 9,500 people living in regional Western
Australia. The annual average referral rate from our visits
for suspicious lesions requiring follow up for diagnosis and /
or treatment has ranged from 24 – 29%. This is an alarming
statistic that reinforces the ongoing need for
education
about awareness and prevention of skin cancer.
This year a total of 1,540 Goldfields residents took the
opportunity to attend the free skin cancer screening
service, made up of 784 males and 756 females. This was
slightly less than in 2009, however, wet weather, less
screeners and the use of only two screening rooms
impacted the number that were screened.
In 2011 the screening team consisted of one or two LCI
professional volunteer screeners, a Lions International data
entry volunteer, RFDS Coordinator/ Health Promotion
Nurse, and RFDS Project Officer.
The LCI mobile screening unit visited 14 communities over a
three month period from April to June (31 days ‘on the
road’). The skin screening service included:

Again, we had a great team of staff and volunteers, all of
whom were passionate about promoting awareness and
prevention of skin cancer. None could claim to be more
passionate than Colin Beauchamp and Sue Goddard –
together they are the force behind this remarkable LCI
Service.
Thank you most sincerely Colin and Sue for the hours of time,
sweat, tears, organisation, maintenance, encouragement and
mentoring you both contribute to the LCI skin cancer
screening service and the partnership with the RFDS on the
Road Program.
2012 looks bright and interesting in terms of expanding this
unique service further into remote WA, through our
partnership. RFDS on the Road was successful in securing
funds from Royalties for Regions to support a skin cancer
screening project across the Kimberley region in 2012;
currently proposed for delivery in May and June. In addition,
we plan to travel back through the Pilbara region during July
and August, providing free skin cancer screening at 13 local
communities.
The RFDS on the Road team extends its sincere thanks to the
LCI for the opportunity to work together to improve the
health and wellbeing of people living in regional Western
Australia. We look forward to doing so again in 2012, and
beyond.
Tricia Slee
RFDS on the Road
Program Manager

Free full body skin cancer check
Dissemination of Skin Cancer information via
pamphlet and verbally
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LIFE FELLOWS
CANCER INSTITUTE INC.
MR ALISTER TURNER MBBS FRCS FRACS

PLASTIC SURGEON

MR ROBERT FITZPATRICK MBBS FRCS FRACS

PLASTIC SURGEON

MS SUSAN GODDARD BA App. Sc FRCNA (retired) REGISTERED NURSE
MR KURT GEBAUER MBBS FACD

DERMATOLOGIST

MR BARRIE LYKKE MBBS FRCS FRACS (retired)

PLASTIC SURGEON

PDG COLIN BEAUCHAMP AM JP
MR DON PHILLIPS
PDG RON VAUGHAN
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LIONS CANCER INSTITUTE INC
(ABN 26 521 960 054)

Telephone: (08) 9641 2430
Email: dotneil1@bigpond.com
PO BOX 642
YORK WA 6302
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